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The Instance of the Letter in the U 
or Reason Since Freud 

"Of Children Who Are Wrapped in Swaddling Bands" 
o cities of the sea, I behold in you your citizens, women as well as 
tightly bound with Stout bonds around their arms and legs by folk who 
have no understanding of [y]our speech; and you will only be able t 

vent to your griefs and sense of loss of liberty by making tearful ,"n'pla. 
and sighs, and lamentation one to another; for those who bind you 
have understanding of your speech nor will you understand them,' 

-Leonardo Da Vinci 

While the theme of the third volume of La Psychanalyse1 cOlmtllissia 

contribution by me, T owe this deference to what will be di,icove.ed, 

introducing it in situating it between writing and speech 

between the two. 
Writing is in fact distinguished by a prevalence of the text in the 

we will see this factor of discourse take on here-which allows 

of tightening up that must, to my taste, leave the reader no other 

the way in, which I prefer to be difficult . This, then, will not be a 

my sense of the term. 
The fact that I contribute something wholly new at each class 

inar has heretofore prevented me from providing such a text. 

class, which has nothing particularly outstanding about it in tetm'iO.

and is only worth referring to for an idea of its overall le"e!. 

Forthe urgency thad am now taking as a pretext 

h · .. , 'tatthe 
merely covers over the problem tat, 10 matntaInmg 1 

must present my teachings here, it might stray toO far from d. 

. I h .' gIseektO e ... very different measures are essenna to t e tratom . 
. d t that tune 

This is why I took the opportunity presenre to me a . 
. ' f h F'd'ratlon des tation to meet with the phIlosophy group 0 tee e . 

. d' expose· Its lettres) to make an appropnate a Justment to my 
erality matching the extraordinary character ,h"irinterf"t,Pu,'-
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the connivance of their common background, a literary back

-l1tflC",,'~'hich my title pays homage. 

to ho'" could we forget that Freud constantly, and right until the end, 

, (hat such a background was the prime requisite in the training of 

...... "'CU that he designated the age-old universitas liuuarum as the ideal 
. . >~ 

it., institution. 
reference to the real-life context of my lecture, by showing whom m,."III" 

" for, also marked those to whom it is not addressed. 

an: none of those who, for whatever reason in psychoanalysis, allow 

scipline to rake advantage of some false identity. 

IS a vice of habit and its effect qn the mind is such that its true id en

appear among them as just one more diversion, whose refined 

one hopes will not escape the notice of subtler minds. 

that we observe with curiosity the beginnings of a new tack coo

ymbolization and language in the I nternational Journal of Psycho

a ~reat many wetted fingers leafing through works by Sapir and 

These exercises are still green around the edges, but it is above a1l 

that is missing. A certain seriousness always raises a smile when it 

domain of veracity. 

could a contemporary psychoanalyst not sense, in coming upon 

that he had reached this domain, when it is from speech that analytic 

receives irs instrument, its frame, its material, and even the back
.... noi" of its uncertainties? 

I. The Meaning of the Letter 

lO\eys the fact that, beyond this speech, it is the whole structure of 

that psychoanalytic experience discovers in the unconscious. This is 

minds from the outset that the idea that the unconscious is 

seat of the Instincts may have to be reconsidered. 

\\' are We to take the letter here? Quite simply, literally [a la lmre]. 

I designate the material medium [support] that concrete discourse 
1:""" f,cOm language. 

definitio th I' . eh' n assumes at anguage IS not to be confused With the 
y Ical and som . C • h .. h aki auc mncuons t at serve It In t e spe 'ng subject. 

h • reason for this is that language, with its structure, exists prior 
leer sent " , 

ry Into It at a certam moment in his mental development. 
nOte that I I 
I. ' a t lough the deficits of aphasia are caused by purely 
<-'SIOns in the cerebral systems that provide the mental cemer for 
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these functions, they prove, on the whole, to be distributed be"" 

aspects of the signifying effect of what I am calling here "the I oeq eUec" 
ation of signification.' This point will become clearer in what 

'V''''''''. And the subject, while he may appear to be the slave of .angu,1IIIt.. 

more the slave of a discourse in the universal movement of which 
already inscribed at his birth, if only in the form of his proper nilllle. 

Reference to the experience of the community as the substance 

course resolves nothing. For this experience takes on its essenltial diJ_ 
the tradition established by this discourse. This tradition, longbefo"". 

of history is inscribed in it, grounds the elementary structures h' ._.L~ 

these very structures display an ordering of exchanges which. 

SCiOllS, is inconceivable apart from the permutations authorized by 
With the result that the ethnographic duality of nature and 

ing way to a ternary conception of the human condition

culture-the last term of which may well be reduced to language, 

what essentially distinguishes human society from natural socieb 

But I shall neither take sides here nor take this as a point ofdq~. 

ing to their own obscurity the original relations between thelSi!~if'ier. 
To settle accounts with the general function of praxis in the ge"..,". 
by way of a quip, I will confine myself to mentioning that the very 

wished to restore the hierarchy responsible for the relations beltW1_ 

tion and ideological superstructures to its rightful political place, 

the privilege of the producers, has nevertheless failed to give 

Esperanto whose relations to socialist reality [riel] would have 

the start any possibility of literary formalism.' 
For my part, I will put my faith in only those premises whose 

already been proven, in that they have allowed language to attain 

experience of a scientific object. 

This is what permits linguistics' to present itself in the pilot 
domain, around which a reclassification of the sciences is si~:nallin@~. 
ally the case, a revolution in knowledge; only the '. 
have made me term this domain, in the theme of this volume of lA 
lIthe sciences of man "--despite the confusion that may hide L-,.,~t .. 

To pinpoint the emergence of the discipline of linguist.iC5 . .' 

h f .. th d it cons IS" '" as in t e case 0 every sCience In e mo ern sense, . 
five moment of an algorithm that grounds it. This algorithm IS 

S 

s 
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, Ilows: signifier over signified, "over" corresponding to the bar 
a" 10 

the rwO levels. 

-n'tten in this way should be attributed to Ferdinand de Saussure 
~~ , 

IS not reduced to this exact form in any of the numerous schemas 

. ppears in the printed version of the various lecrures from the three .ta 
~.he~",lein 1906-7, 1908-9,and 1910-11 , which a group of his devoted 

collected under the titie, Cours de linguistifjue ginerale-a puhlica
.01 pnmeirnportance for the transmission of a teaching worthy of the name, 

one can stOp only on its own movement. 

is why it is legitimate for us to credit him for the formalization 

characterizes the modern stage of linguistics, despite the diversity 

schools of linguistics. 

lllemalortheme of this science is thus based, in effect, on the primordial 

the signifier and the signified as distinct orders initially separated 
resisting signification. 

IS what makes possible an exact study of the connections characteris

signifier, and of the magnitude of their function in generating the 

primordial distinction goes well beyond the debate over the arbi

of the sign, such as it has been elaborated since the reflections of 

and even beyond the impasse, already sensed at that time, which 

correspondence between word and thing, even in the 

-despite the appearances suggested by the role imputed to the 

pointing to an object as an infant learns its mother tongue, or in 

so-called COncrete academic methods in the study of foreign lan-
[""'.srues]. 

tak h' e t lOgs no further along this path than to demonstrate that no 

can be sustained except by reference to another signification.s 

~i""ltely le,ad, us to the remark that there is no existing language [Iangue] 
to cover the field of the signified can be called into question, one 

~ . a language [Iangue] being that it fulfills all needs 
erewetorryt h .. f .. 

. 0 grasp t e constItution 0 the object In language, we 

• that th.s constitution is found only at the level of the concept-
ery different f 0 .. d h h _",,,,',,.1. r manynomtnattve-an t att ething[chose],when 
. reduced to the noun, splits into the double divergent ray of 
10 which . ' 

"'h' h the thrng has taken shelter in French, and of the nothing 
.e theth' h 
e' 109 as abandoned its Latin dress (re"';. 
onslderat' . 

10 Ions, as eXistent as they may be to philosophers divert us 
eus whe I ' 

nce anguage questions us abOut its very nature. And we 
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will fail [0 sustain this question as long as we have not jettisoned 
that the signifier serves [ripond cl] the function of representin th 

or better, that the signifier has to justify [ripondre de] its eXiste~ce' 
any signification whatsoever. 

For even if it is reduced to this latter formulation, the heresy is 
the heresy that leads logical positivism in search of the "meanin 

ing,'" as its objective is called in the language [fangue] in which g 
snort. It can be seen here how this sort of analysis can reduce the 
highly charged with meaning to insignificant trifles. Only mathellllalial 

rithms resist this process; they are considered to be devoid ofm"an"" 

should be.' 

The fact remains that if we were able to subtract solely 

of the parallelism of its upper and lower terms from the 

each term only being taken globally, it would remain the eniign,.~ic' 

total mystery. Which, of course, is not the case. 

In order to grasp its function, I will begin by reproducing the 
tration by which its usage is classically introduced: 

We can see here how it lends itself to the kind of direction inclialleolll 

erroneous. 
In my lecture, I replaced this illustration with another, which 

sidered more correct only because it exaggerates in the 

sion psychoanalysts have not yet altogether given up, because 
sense that their conformism derives its value from it alone. Here 

illustration: 

GENTLEMEN LAD IES 

Here we see that without greatly extending the scope of 
'. h· b . I doubling the involved in the expenment-t at IS, y slmp y 

through the mere juxtaposition of twO terms whose 

inas would seem to have to reinforce each,.2l~:;;:~:!::'::~ 
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_",...,ipi,rat:lu" of an unexpected meaning: the image of two twin doors that 
~·ith the private stall offered Western man for the satisfaction of , 

ural needs when away from home, the imperative he seems to share 

~, ,.as! majority of primitive communities that subjects his public life 

IJU'S of urinary segregation. 

,"" ",)11" is not merely to silence the nominalist debate with a low blow, 

.... "nl)'· how the signifier in fact enters the signified-namely, in a form 

.. ince it is not immaterial, raises the question of its place in reality. For 

to mOve closer to the little enamel plaques that bear it, the squint

of a nearsighted person might be justified in wondering whether it 

here [hat we must see the signifier, whose signified would in this 

paid its last respects by the solemn procession in two lines from the 

nO contrived example can be as telling as what is encountered in the 
.perience of truth. Thus I have no reason to be unhappy I invented 

since it awoke in the person the most worthy of my trust a child

m moey which, having come serendipitously to my attention, is best 
here. 

arrives at a station. A little boy and a little girl, brother and sister, are 

across from each other in a compartment next to the outside window 

a view of the station platform buildings going by as the train 
to a Stop. uLook," says the brother, "we're at Ladies!" "Imbecile!" 

sister, "Don't you see we're at Gentlemen." 

from the fact that the rails in this story materialize the bar in the Saus

al~urithm in a form designed to suggest that its resistance may be other 

One would have to be half-blind to be confused as to the respec
rr"'<<"ot the signifier and the signified here, and not to follow from what 

center the sig·fi fl . I· h· h d "':a".'On, nl ler re ects Its Ig t Into t e arkness of incomplete 

the signifi ·11· .. . 
ler WI raise DIssenSIOn that IS merely animal in kind and 

tothenatu I" fr f I ' ra ogo IOrget u ness, to the immeasurable powerofide-
.. arfare h· h· 

hid ' W IC IS merciless to families and a torment to the gods. To 
I ren G I 

. ' em emen and Ladies will henceforth be two homelands 

. will take flight on divergent wings and regard-
I[ will be all I . ·bl r ' 

l--<on'. i'. t le more IrnposSI e rOr them to reach an agreement 
facHhesa hid . h . me orne an , nelt er can gIve ground regarding the 

.-"url'assed excellence without detracting from the other's glory 
>top th I . . . 

t ere. t sounds lIke the history of France. Which it is more 
o recall h . 
lar ere, and rightly so, than that of England, destined to flip 

ge to the Small End of Dean Swift's egg. 
""""--

jOt 
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It remains to be grasped up what steps and down what corridor 

signifier, visible here in the plurals [hommel and damel] by which it 

welcome beyond the train window, must pass to impress its curves 

ducts by which- like hot air and cold air-indignation and SCOrn 

side. 

One thing is certain: this access must not, in any case, carry an 

tion with it if the algorithm, ~ ,with its bar is appropriate to it. Y 

the algorithm itself is but a pure functio n of the signifier, it can 

signifying structure in this transfer. 

Now the structure of the signifie r is, as is commonly said ~r" ___ ._ 
it is articulated. 

This means that its units-no matter where one begins in tracingej 

reciprocal encroachments and expanding inclusions-are 

twofold condition of being reduced to ultimate differential elelm.,. 

combining the latter according to the laws of a closed order. 

These elements, the decisive discovery of linguistics, areph,oneMll9 

not look for any phonetic constancy in the modulatory valriat,iJilty tG~ 

term applies, but rather for the synchronic system of differential 

that are necessary to discern vocables in a given larlgulage [I'anl~u"l· 

us to see that an essential element in speech itself was predestined 

moveable type which, in Didots or Garamonds squeezing into 

renders validly present what I call the "Ietter"-namely, the essenlill 

ized structure of the signifier. 
The second property of the signifier, that of combining acconllll 

laws of a closed order, affirms the necessity of the topological 

which the term I ordinarily use, "signifying chain," gives an apl,rollill 

links by which a necklace firmly hooks ontO a link of another 

of links. 
Such are the structural conditions that define the order of 

constitutive encroachments up to the unit immediately above . 

f .. fi' .. e incluSIOns grammar, and the order 0 the SlgOl ler s consututlV 

verbal locution as the lexicon. 
In the limits within which these twO approaches to 

tic usage are confined, it is easy to see that only <i·.,.ni·/le,·-tC)-si,gnit""l 

dons provide the standard for any and every search for 

indicated by the notion of 44usage" of a taxeme or seman~eme. 
contexts just one degree above that of the units in question. 

. d I . I oaches are But it is nOt because grammatIcal an eXlca appr 

a certain point that we must think that significatio n rules 

it. That would be a mistake. 
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signifier, by its very nature, always anticipates meaning by deploy

.... MIlerISlC'" in some sense before it. As is seen at the level of [he sentence 

latrer is interrupted before the significant term : "I'll never ... ," "The 

. .. ," uStill perhaps _ . . " Such sentences nevertheless make sense, 
~"",a"" sense is all the more oppressive in that it is content to make us wait 

the phenomenon is no different, which-making her appear, with the 

tponement of a "bur," as comely as the Shulamite, as honest as a vir-

po> and readies the Negress for the wedding and the poor 

tor the auction block. 

17\,.,n'" wecan say that it is in the chain of the signifier that meaning insists, 

none of the chain's elements consists in the signification it can provide 

\fry moment. 

notion of an incessant sliding of the signified under the signifier thus 

to the fore-which Ferdinand de Saussure illustrates with an image 

the wavy lines of the upper and lower Waters in miniatures from 

of Genesis. It is a twofold flood in which the landmarks--fine 

of rain traced by vertical dotted lines that supposedly delimit corre

idit1lg seg,n.,,,s-,see:m insubstantial. 

ur experience runs counter to this, which made me speak at one point 

'''milnar on the psychoses of the "button ties" [points de capiton] required 

".chema to account for the dominance of the le tter in the dramatic trans

that dialogue can effect in the subject. I I 

•• ,hile th, plinearity that Saussure considers to be constitutive of the chain 

-in accordance with its emission by a single voice and with the 

axis along which it is situated in our writing-is in fact necessary, 

~uffic ient. It applies to the chain of discourse only in the direction in 

lanh oriented in time, even being taken up therein as a signifying factor 

!(\lages [langues] in which the time of "Peter hits Paul" is reversed 
terms are inverted. 

suffices to 1" h· h S ... _ Isten to poetry, w lC aussure was certatnly 10 the habit 

fOr a polyphony to be heard and for it to become clear that all dis-
15 aligned along the several staves of a musical score. 

thereisn . ·f· h· th d o slgnl ymg c am at oes not sustain-as if attached to 

:-"""'''Iio. 'nof each of its units-all attested contexts that are, so to speak, 
.r Inked to that point. 

I We take up the word arhre (tree) again, this time nOt in its nominal 

at the endpoint of one of these punctuations, we see that it is not 

I 
the word harre (bar) is its anagram that it crosses the bar of the 

a gori thm. 

\°3 
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For broken down into the double specter of its vowels and 
co"'''''''' 

calls up-with the robur-oak [robre] and the plane tree LP'atanel ....... ~ 
fications of strength and majesty that it takes on in Our flora. 

symbolic contexts in which it is used in the Hebrew of the Bible, 

a barren hill the shadow of the cross. Next it reduces to a capital 

dichotomy-which, without the illustration that historiates arrno.-qJ, ... 

owe nothing to the tree, however genealogical it claims to be. ,-"rculaltlll 

arbor vitae of the cerebellum, lead tree or si lver amalgam [arbre 

crystals precipitated into a tree that conducts lightning, is it your 

that traces our destiny for us in the fire-scorched tortoiseshell, 

that brings forth from an infinite night that slow change in being 

ncivta of language: 

No.' says the Tree, it says No.' in the scintillating 

Of its superb head 

verses that I consider to be as legitimately heard in the hat'mlmi,:ulII! 

as their reverse: 

Which the storm treats universally 

As it does a blade of grass. 

For this modern verse is organized according to the same law 

lelism of the signifier, whose concert governs both primitive 

poetry and the most refined Chinese poelry. 
This can be seen in the common mode of beings [!'ita"t] from 

tree and the blade of grass are chosen, so that the signs of 
ing "No!" and "treat as"--can come into being here, and so that, 

. . f" b" and the categorical contrast berween the partlculanty 0 super 
. h' d' ibl "11' g of the elernal sally" of its reduction, t e In Iscern e SClntl atm ~ 

be accomplished in the condensation of tite (head) and temp<l~. 
. b b' ected If 11 But all this signifier can only operate, It may eo) ' .' eel 

. . . b . h t he has shIft the subject. I answer thiS objectIOn y assumlOg t a 

of the signified. 
For what is important is not whether the subject know more 

it. (If GENTLEMEN and LADIES were written in a language 

the little boy and girl were unfamiliar, their quarrel would
d 

to 

d b · Id b no less rea y exclusively a quarrel over wor s, ut It wou e 

nification for all thal.) . 
What this structure of the signifying chain discloses IS ----_ ...... 
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~~,rec"<' ] 
insofar as I share its language [langue] with other subjects, 

.. ofar as this language [langue] exists-to use it to signify something 
In~ from what it says. This is a function of speech that is more 

,fbeingpointed out than that of disguising the subject'S thought (which 

, indefinable)-namely, the function of indicating the place of this 

i~ the search for truth. 
but plant my tree in a Iocution,grimperci l'arbre, or even project onto 

...... n','" ,< light that a descriptive context gives the word, arhorer, to not let 

imprisoned in some sort of communique of the facts, however offi

be, and ifI know the truth, convey it, despite all the censors, between-

using nothing but the signifier that can be constiruted by my 

lhrough the branches of the tree. These acrobatics may be provoca

point of burlesque or perceptible only to the trained eye, depend

OIl 'wh."h." I wish to be understood by the many or the few. 
IIoeprc,perlysig;niICyi"gfunction thus depicted in language has a name. We 

Ihis name in our childhood grammar book on the last page, where the 

Quintilian, relegated to some phantom chapter to convey final con

on style, seemed suddenly to hasten its voice due to the threat of 

off. 

among the figures of style, or tropes-from which the verb "to find" 

comes to us-that this name is, in fact, found. This name is 

refer only to the example of it given there: "thirty sails." For the 

Over the fact that the word "ship" [bateau] that was hiding therein 

10 split its presence there in two by having been able to borrow its fig

"'nse from Ihe very rehashing of this example, veiled [voilait] nOt 

those illustrious sails [voiles] as the definition they were supposed 

pan laken for the whole--I said to myself, if the thing is supposed to 

obo°n reality [riel]-leaves us with hardly any idea what we are to con

fo~1 the size of the fleet these thirty sails are nevertheless supposed to 
a ship to have but one sail is very rare indeed. 

' .... sh,'n .. that the connection between ship and sail is nowhere other than 

and that metonymy is based on the word-ta-word nature of this 

design . 
~"",","O ate as metonymy the fIrSt aspect of the actual field the signi-

h so that meaning may assume a place there. 
t er aspect is metaphor. Let me illustrate it immediately; Quillet's 

seemed appropriate to me to provide a sample that would not be 

deliberately selected, and I didn't pursue the farce any far.......-.;;....-

\06 
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ther than Victor Hugo's well-known verse, " His sheaf was . h 
nen er 

nor hateful ... ," with which I presented metaphor, when the urn,,_ 
it, in my seminar on the psychoses. 

Let us say that modern poetry and the Surrealist school led us 

major step forward here by showing that any conjunction of two 

could just as easily constitute a metaphor, if an additional co'nditic ........ 

the greatest disparity of the images signified-weren't required 

duction of the poetic spark, in other words, for metaphoric c",.tion ... 

Of course, this radical position is based on the so-called "autc'DIIlII 

iog" experiment, which would not have been attempted without 
its pioneers drew from Freud's discovery. But it remains marked by 
because the doctrine behind it is false. 

Metaphor's creative spark does not spring fo rth from the i't ""', ..... 

two images, that is, of twO equally actual ized signifiers. It flash .. 

signifiers, one of which has replaced the other by taking the 

the signifying chain, rhe occulted signifier remaining present by 
(metonymic) connection to the rest of the chain. 

One lVord for another: this is the formula for metaphor, and if you 
you will make it into a game and produce a continuous Stream, 

weave of metaphors. You will, moreover, obtain the intoxicatingeffej 

Tardieu's dialogue that goes by this title, due solely to the deme .... 

provides of the radical superfluousness of all significa tion to a 

vincing representation of bourgeois comedy. 

In Hugo's verse, it is obvious that not the slightest light <ttlanatelt 

assertion that a sheaf is neither miserly nor hateful , because it 

sheaf has no more the merit than the demerit of these attributes, 

liness and hatred, along with the sheaf, are properties of Booz. 

them when he uses the sheaf as he sees fit, without making his 

to it. 

If "his sheaf" refers back to Booz, as is clearly the ca" 
because it replaces him in the signifying chain-at the very place 

him, because it had been raised up a step by the clearing away 

and hatred. But the sheaf has thus cleared this place of 
is into the outer darkness where miserliness and hatred harbor 

low of their negation. ", 
But once his sheaf has thus usurped his place, Booz can~ot 

the slender thread of the little "his" that attaches him to it 
obstacle therem, because it binds this return wi th a title ~f n.~needrs/l'l'· 
detain him in the heart of miserliness and hatred . HIs assert 

thus reduced to less than notkin by: the munificence of the 

The Instance of the Letter in the Unconscious 

awre, knows neither our reserve nor our rejections, and even in 
tnlJTl n . 

r_",nlul,j[ICln remains prodtgal by our standards. 
f in this profusion, the giver disappears with the gift, it is only to 

I • in what surrounds the figure of speech in which he was annihilated. 

s the radiance of fecundity-which announces the surprise the poem 
namely, the promise of acceding to paternity that the old man 

a sacred context . 

It is between a man's proper name qua signifier and the signifier 

abolishes it that the poetic spark is produced, and it is 

"'more effective here in bringing about the signification of paternity in 

"' ,~n" odl uc ,e, the mythical event through which Freud reconstructed the 

which the mystery of paternity advances in the unconscious of 

trUcture of modern metaphor is no different. Hence the jaculation, 

a pebble laughing in the sun," recreates love in a dimension that I 

strikes me as tenable, as opposed to its ever imminent slippage into 

of some narcissistic altruism . 

that metaphor is situated at the precise point at which meaning is 

in nonmeaning-that is, at the passage which, as Freud discovered, 

Ilcrosoed in the opposite direction, gives rise to the word that is uthe word" 

excellence in French, the word that has no other patronage there 

Ignifier esprit "-and at which it becomes palpable that, in deriding 
man defies his very destiny. 

return to metonymy now, what does man find in it, if it must be more 

skirt the obstacles of social censure? Doesn 't this form, which 

I CI!'llr'"",d truth its field, manifest a certain servitude that is inherent in 

taking the time to read a book in which Leo Strauss from the 
has traditionall fC d I ' y 0 lere asy urn to those who have chosen freedom 

the relations b h f' . . ' etween teart 0 wfltmg and persecutlon. 15 By hon-

the SOrt of connaturality that ties this art to this condition he allows 
unpse '>Omethi h" . ' 

ng [ at Imposes ItS form here, 111 the effect of tfuth on 

t We been feeling for a while now that, in following the paths of 
o reach the F d' 
u ,) reu 13n truth, we are getting hot, its flames spreading 

s. 

as" . 
h il lS s.,d, the letter kills while the spirit gives life. I don't dis-
a~ to pay homage somewhere here to a noble viccim of the 

lh 10 the letter, but I also ask how the spirit could live without 
e Spiri t's . 

... ____ .:..pretenstons would nevertheless remain indis utable if 

j08 
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the letter hadn't proven that it produces all its truth effects in 
man 

spirit having [0 intervene at all. 

This revelation came to Freud, and he called his discovery the 

I I. The Leaer in the Uncon.rcious 

In Freud's complete works, one out of three pages presents us with DhI 

ical references, one out of two pages with logical inferences, and 
we see a dialecdcal apprehension of experience, linguistic an,IIY"isilllll 

still more prevalent the more directly the unconscious is involved. 

Thus what is at stake on every page in The Interpretation 

I call the letter of discourse, in its texture, uses, and immanence in 
in question. For this book inaugurates bo th Freud's work and his 
to the unconscious. And we are informed of this by Freud, whose"", 

in letters to Fliess that have since been made public, when he 

book toward us in the early days of this century," merely confi.rmti 

continued to proclaim to the end: that the whole of his discovery 

no-holds-barred expression of his message. 

The first clause, articulated already in the introductory ch"D"",blll 

exposition cannot he postponed, is that the dream is a eehus. And 

ulates that it must be understood quite literally [a la lellre], as I 
This is related to the instance in the dream of the same "lireratitll2". 

words, phonemic) structure in which the signifier is articulated 

in discourse. Like the unnarural figures of the boat on the roof, 

with a comma for a head, which are expressly mentioned by 

images are to be taken up only on the basis of their value as ,i·gnit.1I 

only insofar as they allow us to spell out the "proverb" presented 

rehus. The linguistic structure that enables us to read dreams is 

the "signifierness of dreams," at the crux of the Traumdeutung. 

Freud shows us in every possible way that the image's value as 
has nothing to do with its signification, giving as an example 

glyphics in which it would be ridiculous to deduce from the 

text of a vulrure (which is an aleph) or a chick (which is a v~u) 
fo rm of the verb "to be" and plurals, that the text has anythtng 

to do with these ornitho logical specimens. Freud takes his 

tain uses of the signifier in this writing that are effaced in ours, 

use of determinatives, where a categorical figure is added ~s an 

the literal figuration of a verbal term; but cl,is is only to bnng 

fact that we are dealing with writing where even the supposed 

a letter. 

The Instance of the Letter in the Unconscious 

~\'choanalysts who have no training in linguisrics don't need the cur-
I P . regarding the term "ideogram" to believe in a symbolism deriv-

natural analogy, or even from instinct's coaptational image. This is 

that, apart from the French school, which attends to this, it is with a 

like "reading coffee grounds is not the same as reading hiero

that I must recall to its Own principles a technique whose pathways 

be justified unless they aim at the unconscious. 

be said that this is admitted only reluctantly, and that the mental vice 

above enjoys such favor that the contemporary psychoanalyst can 

lIPec"'" to say that he decodes before resolving to take the journey with 

at the statue of Champollion, says the guide) that is necessary for 

IJD ILIlldlerstand that he deciphers-the latte r differing in that a cryptogram 

lakes on its full dimensions when it is in a lost language [Iangue). 

~ngthis ja,urlneysimply amounts to going further in the Traumdeutung. 

..... "runi~' translated as "transposition"-which Freud shows to be the 

Jlrtil preccmdititln for the functioning of the dream-is what I designated 

Saussure, as the sliding of the signified under the signifier, which 

happening (unconsciously, let us note) in discourse. 

the two aspects of the signifier's impact on the signified are also found 

iniidltl'"X, "condensation," is the superimposed structure of signifiers in 

!!Ilnerapl'or finds its field; its name, condensing in itself the word Dich

the mechanism's connaturali ty with poetry, to the extent that it 
~octry's Own properly traditional function . 

. or" displacement" -this transfer of signification that 

dhplays is closer to the German term; it is presented, right from 
ap~arance in Freud's work, as the unconscious' best means by which 

di;rmguishe" th h' . Sese two mec amsms, which play a privileged role in 

Traumarheit, from their homologous function in discourse? 
-I!.D except a condition imposed upon the signitying material called Ruc/c-

.'stdlharkeit who h bid" . '. . ) le must e trans ate as consideratIon of the 
tagmg" (the I ' b" trans alIOn y role of the possibility of representa-
overly appr' h " . . 

..... Tat'n~. OXlmate ere). But thiS condmon constttutes a limita-
Within the sYSt f' . I h ."lUr,,;,.... em 0 wntmg, rat ler t an dissolving the system 

I semiology' h' h' I ' ~''''SIOn T . 10 W IC It wou cl mtersect the phenomena of nat-
type, of h IS would probably allow us to shed light on problems with 

p.ICtography, which we are not justified in regarding as evo

tht sh,mply because they were abandoned in writing as imperfect. 
n, t at d . 

reams are like the parlor game in which each person, in "-----
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turn, is supposed to get the spectators to guess some well-known 

variant of it solely by silent gestures, The fact that dreams have 

disposal makes no difference since, for the unconscious, speech i-s' b"'u"t"'· 

ing element among others. It is precisely when games and 

against the lack of taxemic material by which to represent logical 

such as causality, contradiction, hypothesis, and so On that they 

have to do with writing, not mime. The subtle procedures d""rrlS end •• 

to represent these logical connections-in a much less artificial wa,v ,IJ... 

usually employ-are taken up specifically in Freud 's work, where 

again confirmed that the dream-work proceeds in accordance with 
of the signifier, 

The rest of the dream revision is termed "secondary" by 

its value from what is at stake: they are fantasies or daydreams. 

use the term Freud prefers to use to situate them in their wi'sh-!ullfdlll 

tion (Wunsche1iillung), Given that these fantasies may remain 

their distinctive feature is clearly their signification. Now, Freud 

their role in dreams is either to serve as signifying elements for the 
of the unconscious thought (Traumgedanke), or to be used in the 
revision that occurs-that is, in a function no t to be distin:guishc.t,l 

from our waking thought (von unserem wachen D enken nickt {U 

No better idea of this function's effects can be given than by 

patches of colorwash which, when applied here and th,,,eon a sten,CIl,. 

stick figures-which are rather unprepossessing in th e:ms:el,'es--••• 

hieroglyphics look more like a painting of people, 

I apologize for seeming to spell out Freud's text myself; it is 

show how much is to be gained by not lopping off parts of it, It 
to situate what has happened in psychoanalysis in terms of its 

ence points, which are fundamental and have never been revoked. 

Right from the outset, people failed to recognize the 

the signifier in the status Freud immediately assig ned (0 the 

the most precise and explicit ways. . 
The reason for this was twofold, the least perceived betng. 

this formalization was not sufficient by itself to bring people to 

instance of the signifier, because when the Traumdeutung was pul,blllIIII 

way ahead of the formalizations of linguistics for which one 

show that it paved the way by the sheer weight of its truth, , 

The second reason is merely the fl ip side of the first, for If , 

I ' I b h ' 'f' ' highlighted .. were fascinated exc uSlve y y t e slgm Icatlons 

b h ' 'f' ' d' d their most scious, it was ecause t ese slgm tcatlOns enve 

from the dialectic that seemed to be immanent in them. 

The Instance of the Letter in the Unconscious 

' • .t"n"nstrateu to those who attend my seminar that the apparent changes 
or rather changes in tack along the way-that Freud, in his pri

,.,;"",,,, .. n to ensure the survival of his discovery along with the basic revi
caocer 

P
osed upon our knowledge, felt it necessary to apply to his 

It 1111 
_were due (0 the need to counteract the ever-accelerating effects of 

I repeat, given the situation he found himself in, where he had noth

. to the object of his discovery that was at the same level of 

matu rity, he at least never fai led to maintain this object at the level 

ill ontollogi.cal dignity, 
reSl was the work of the gods and took such a course that analysis today 

bearings in the imaginary forms I have just shown to be sketched out 

ioverse printing on the text they mutilate. It is to them that the ana

now adapts, confusing them, in the interpretation of dreams, with 

rision,,,y liberation of the hieroglyphic aviary, and seeking mOre gener

to ,,,ri'!v the exhaustion of the analysis in a sort of uscanning"*17 of these 

... ,herever they appear-with the idea that they bear witness both to the 

of the regressions and to the remodeling of "the object-relation" 

supposed to typify the subject. 1S 

bo"eclmi'luethat is based on such positions can give rise to many varied 

which are quite difficult to criticize behind their therapeutic aegis. But 

critique can emerge from the flagrant discordance between the mode 

by which the technique legitimates itself-namely, the funda

of psychoanalysis, all the instruments of which, starting with "free 

" derive their justification from its inventor's conception of the 

-,o.t IS- -and the complete ignorance reigning there of (his very con

of the unconscious. The most trenchant supporrers of this technique 

off the hook here with a mere flourish: the fundamental ru le 

~ay. be observed all the more religiously since it is only the fruit of 

~y ·''':id''nt. In other words, Freud never really knew what he was doing, 
OOturn to F d' h h. reu s texts sows, on the contrary, the absolute coherence 

IS technique and his discovery, and this coherence allows us to sit-
procedu h ' res at t elr proper level. 

why any '(1 , f recti IcatIon 0 psychoanalysis requires a return to the truth 

n h which is impossible to obscure in its original moment. 
t e anal ' f 
of h YSIS 0 dreams, Freud intends to give us nothing other than 

t e Unc . . h 
onsclOUS In t eir broadest extension. One of the reasons 

\ltere the most propitious here is, Freud tells us, that they reveal 
no le ' 

ss In normal subjects than in neurotics. 

however, does the efficacy of the unconscious cease upon awak-
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ening. Psychoanalytic experience consists in nothing other than 

that the unconscious leaves none of our actions outside its field. 

of the unconscious in the psychological order-in other word . s, 11\ 
vidual's relational functions-nevertheless deserves [Q be more 
defined. It is not coextensive with that order, for we know that 

scious motivation manifests itself just as much in conscious pSY'Chical.. 
as in unconscious ones, conversely it is elementary to note that a 

ber of psychical effects that are legitimately designated as un':on,sciJ_ 

sense of excluding the characteristic of consciousness, ne',erthel ... ,,1 

relation whatsoever, by their nature, to the unconscious in the ~",..di" 

It is thus only due to an incorrect use of the term that "m,vchic.!" 

scious" in this sense are confused, and that people thus term pSJlchicll 
actually an effect of the unconscious on the soma, for example. 

The point is, therefore, to define the topography of this unc:olUtdal 

that it is the very topography defined by the algorithm: 

S 
s 

What it has permitted me to elaborate concerning the impact 

fier on the signified allows for its transformation into: 

f(S)+-

It is on the basis of the copresence in the signified not only . 
the horizontal signifying chain but also of its vertical dependenCl 

demonstrated the effects, distributed in accordance with [Wo 

, d h W symbolize them structures, m metonymy an metap or. e can 

f(S .. . S') S;;; S (-) s 

that is metonymic structure, indicating that it is the' . 
, ,. b h' h th . ifier instates 

nection that allows for the elISIOn y w IC e Sign .' 

'" b' I' . significatIon s [le manque de 1 elre] m the 0 Ject-re anon, usmg . 
, " d'" th lack that ,t voi) value to Invest It with the esue almmg at e b 

, [the ar 
_ sign placed in ( ) manifests here the mamtenance 0 

the first algorithm, denotes the irreducible nature of the 

cation as constituted in the relations between signifier and 

The Instance of the Letter in the Unconscious 

,_,hn,'C structure, indicating that it is in the substitution of signifier for 

..;&;,,,n3la signification effect is produced that is poetic or creative, in other 

that brings the signification in question into existence.2o The + sign in 

_rife,;t, here the crossing of the bar, -, and the constirutive value of this 

for the emergence of signification. 

crossing expresses the condition for the passage of the signifier into 

.""ea, whose moment I pointed out above by provisionally conOating 

the place of the subject. 
the funcrion of the subject, thus introduced, on which we must now 

ce it lies at the crux of our problem. 

thinking, therefore I am" (cogito ergo sum) is not simply the formu

which the link between the transparency of the transcendental sub

his existential affirmation is constituted, at the historical apex of 

on the conditions of science. 

I am only object and mechanism (and so nothing more than phe

but assuredly, insofar as I think so, I am-absolutely. Philosophers 

made important corrections here-namely, that in that which is think

, I am never doing anything but constituting myself as an object 

The fact remains that through this extreme purification of the tran

~ubject, my existential link to its project seems irrefutable, at least 

of its actuality, and that "cogilo ergo sum" ubi cogito, ibi sum, over
objection, 

, this limits me to being there in my being only insofar as I think 
In my thought; to what extent I really think this concerns me alone 

say it, interests no one. I! 
"' 'd' 0, It On the pretext of its philosophical semblances is simply to 

one's inhibition. For the notion of the subject is indispensable 
'" orkings f' h o a sCience suc as strategy in the modern sense whose 
exclude all usub' .. .. ' Jecnvlsm. 
to deny If . th onese access to what might be called the Freudian uni-
esense' h' h 

10 W IC we speak of the Copernican universe. Indeed, 
;:,~se'lIc:olT,pared his discovery to the so-called Copernican revolution, 

ce was at stake was once again the place man assigns him-
nter of . a uruverse. 
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Is the place that I occupy as subject of the signifier con . 
centnc 

tric in relation to the place I occupy as subject of the signified? 
question. 

The point is not to know whether I speak of myself in a way thalt er", 

to what I am, but rather to know whether, when I speak of mv"" 

same as the self of whom I speak. And there is no reason not ;0 
term "thought" here. For Freud uses the term to designate the 
stake in the unconscious, that is, in the signifying mechanisms I 
to there. 

It is nonetheless true that the philosophical cogito is at the cerltel'o(lho; 

that renders modern man so sure of being himsel f in his un<certairnltl 

himself, and even in the distrust he has long since learned to ex'en:iIel 
ing the pitfalls of pride. 

Now if, turning the weapon of metonymy against th" n<lSt<!Igia dt.. 
I stOp myself from seeking any meaning beyond tau tology. and 

of "war is war" and "a penny's a penny," I resolve to be only 
can I escape here from the obvious fact that I am in this very o~ 

And how-in going to the other, metaphoric, pole of the si'gniifyi 

and dedicating myself to becoming what I am, to coming into 

doubt that, even if! were to lose myself there, I am there? 

Now it is on these very points, where the obvious is subvened 

ical, that the trick of the Freudian conversion lies. 
This signifying game of metonymy and metaphor- ·up to and 

its active tip (pointe] that "cotter-pins" my desire to a refusal of 
or to a lack of being, and links my fate to the question of my 

game is played, in its inexorable subtlety, unti l the match is over 

not because I cannOt situate myself there. 
That is, it wasn't going very far to say the words with which I 

ily dumbfounded my audience: I am thinking where I am nor. 

where I am not thinking. These words render palpable to an arr·entwe< 

what elusive ambiguity the ring of meaning flees from our grasp 
verbal string. f 

What we must say is: I am nor, where I am rhe playrhing 0 

think about what I am where I do not think I am thinking. 
. ' b' he factthol 

This two-sided mystery can e seen to Intersect ( . 
I " I' I" n crcanon 

only in that dimension of ruse whereby al rea Ism 1 

II h· th f I at acceSS 10 virtue from metonymy, as we as t IS 0 er act t 1 

granted only to the double elbow of metaphor, when we 
one and only key: namely, rhe fact that the Sand s of the Sa'.ss' ...... 

The Instance of the Letter in the Unconscious 4.]1 

. rhe same plane, and man was deluding himself in believing he was 
,n . h' h' h . heir common aXIS, w IC IS now ere. ,n r 

U
ntil Freud made this discovery. For if what Freud discovered isn't 

Je"J:I[ . 

rhar. it is nothIng. 

. of the unconscious, in their deceptive ambiguity, supply us no 

III the subject more consistent than the immediate; it is from truth (hat 

.",,",.e IIIIC" virtUe in the dimension of being: Kern unseres Wesen is Freud's 

I(etllplll>CS tWo-stage mechanism is the very mechanism by which symp

an the analytic sense, arc determined. Between the enigmatic signifier 

,"",tl "'ouma and the term it comes to replace in a current signifying chain, 
flies thar fixes in a symptom-a metaphor in which flesh or function 

as a signifying element-the signification, that is inaccessible to the 
subjecr. by which the symptom may be dissolved. 

enigmas rhat desire--with its frenzy mimicking the gulf of the infi

rhe secret collusion whereby it envelops the pleasure of knowing and 

IlDinarIng in jouissance-poses for any sort of "natural philosophy" are 
no other derangement of instinct than the fact that it is caught in the 

metOnymy, eternally extending toward the desire for ,something else. 
IS "perverse" fixation at the very point of suspension of the signify

which the screen-memory is immobil ized and the fascinating image 
etish becomes frozen. 

is no Other way to conceive of the indestructibility of unconscious 
IO--Ri·ven that there is no need which, when its satiation is prohibited, 

. . in extreme cases through the very wasting away of the organ-
It " In a kind of memory, comparable to what goes by that name in 

thinking-machines (which are based on an electronic realization 
composition), rhat the chain is found which ins;'", by reproduc

rhe transference, and which is the chain of a dead desire. 
truthofwh th· d . h '" . at IS eSlre as been In hiS history that the subject cries 
ha hIS symptom, as Christ said that stones themselves would have 

rh ' d the children ofIsrael nor lent them their voices. 
ISlS alsowh h . 

Eu . ypsyc oanalySls alone allows us to differentiare in mem-
nChon of . 

::"'lJcap<ori.as,r,efmembenng. The latter, rooted in the signifier, resolves 
b reminiscence through the ascendancy of history in man. 

Ut read Th Eh"'" .rs . " fOr h fee ssays on t e J.. neory 0) exuailry-whlch IS cav-
an l e masses by so many pseudo-biological glosses-to nore thar 

accessio h n to ( e object derive from a dialectic of return. 
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Having thus begun with Holderlin'sv6a~0;, Freud arrives less 

years later at Kierkegaard's repetition; that is, his thought, in Sut'milliaoi 

outset to the humble but inflexible consequences of the tallting CUre' .1_ 

never able to let go of the living servitudes that, starting from the 

ciple of the Logos, led him to rethink the deadly Empedoclean anlino. 
And how, if not on the "other scene" Freud speaks of as the 

dream, are we to understand his recourse as a man of science to a 

machina that is less derisory in that here it is revealed to the SP''''''''tor .• 
machine directs the director himself? How can we fathom the fact 

entist of the nineteenth century valued more highly than all his 

his Totem and Taboo--with its obscene, ferocious figure of the 

father, who is inexhaustibly redeemed in the eternal blinding of 

before which contemporary ethnologists bow as before the de"eIcllll 

an authentic myth, unless we realize that he had to bow to a tn.,P ...... 

that went beyond his prejudices? 

Similarly, the imperious proliferation of particular symbolic 

such as what are called the sexual theories ofch,ild,ren,-wl,iclh al:couat! 

the smallest details of the neurotic's compulsions, answer to the 

sities as do myths. 
This is why, to bring you to the preds.e pI)int of the cOlmrr.en1ta1'J,QI 

work I am developing in my seminar, little Hans, left in the lur.chlll. 

five by the failings of his symbolic entourage, and faced with 

actualized enigma to him of his sex and his existence, 

direction ofF reud and his father, who is Freud's disciple-all the 

mutations of a limited number of signifiers in the form of a my to, ... 

signifying crystal of his phobia. 
We see here that, even at the individual level, man can find a 

the impossible by exhausting all possible forms of the· .' 

encountered when the solution is put into the form of a signtfying 

This is a strilting demonstration that illuminates the labyrinth oca 
which thus far has been used only as a scrap heap. It also makes US 

the nature of neurosis is revealed in the fact that a . 
. ·th . I·· . . h t· whether phobIC, coextenSIve WI ItS e ImtnatlOn In t e treatmen . 

or obsessive neurosis is a question that being raises for the 
, . . I Id" (th· s subordinate he was before the subject came Into t le wor I 

very expression Freud uses in explaining the Oedipus complexh 
I" nd tn t e 

At stake here is the being that appears in a sp H seCD . for 
the verb "to be" and, as I said, this being raises its ques[1on 

What does that mean? It does not raise it he fore the subject .. 
. . . b b ing ratses cannot come to the place where beIng raises It, ut e 

just as 

The Instance of the Letter in the Unconscious 

other words, being raises the question in that place with the 

one raises a problem with a pen and as antiquity's man thought 

ssoul. :r_ .. Jlbroug,,,the ego into his doctrine in this way, defining it by the resist-

_1",,1 ... specific to it." I have tried to get people to understand that these 

are imaginary in nature, like the coaptationallures that ethology 

. display or combat in animal behavior, these lures being reduced 
US iO 
10 ,he narcissistic relation introduced by Freud and elaborated by me 

Mirror Stage." While Freud-by situating in this ego the synthesis 

perceptual functions in which the sensorimotor selections are inte

IIII--,.,.rr»to agree with the tradition that delegates to the ego the task of 

for reality, this reality is simply all the more included in the sus

,he ego. 
ego, distinguished first for the imaginary inertias it concentrates 

the message of rhe unconscious, operates only by covering over the 

"''fTIent the subject is with a resistance that is essential to discourse as 

is why an exhaustion of the defense mechanisms, as palpable as 

renders it in his Problems of Psychoanalytic Technique because he is a 

!ID>ner (vvhe"e'lShis whole theoretical reduction of the neuroses and psy

to genetic anomalies in libidinal development is pure platitude), turns 

be the other side of unconscious mechanisms, without Fenichel 

.. for or even realizing it. Periphrasis, hyperbaton, ellipsis, suspen-

~.ticipa':iorl, r,etracti't In, negat,io:n, digression, and irony, these are the fig

style (Quintilian's figurae sententiarum), just as catachresis, litotes, 

and hyporyposis are the tropes, whose names strike me as the 

"lJpproplria,eoneswith which to label these mechanisms. Can one see here 

lllanners of speaking, when it is the figures themselves that are at work 

, of the discourse the analysand actually utters? 
obstlna,ely ch . ' . h 
rh 

aractenzmg resistance as aving an emotional perma-
ereby malti . r· d· 

.... 'Sh'nb. ng It Iorelgn to Iscourse, contemporary psychoanalysts 
_>verp,lthat they have succumbed to one of the fundamental truths Freud 

10 ' . through psychoanalysis. Which is that we cannot confine OUr-
giVing a n h . . h r 

lit· '"r ew trut ItS rig tIlll place, for the point is to take up our 
It. I he tr h 

Ut requires us to go out of our way. We cannot do so by 

it' used to it. We get used to reality [riel]. The truth we repress. 
IS especiall 

y necessary to the scholar, the sage, and even the quack, 

• who knows. The idea that deep within the Simplest of souls--
s mOre i th . k .. . 
h ,n e SIC est-there IS something ready to blossom IS one 

t at th 
ere may be someone who seems to know as much as them 
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about what we ought to make of it ... come to Our rescue on 

primitive, pre-Iogical, and archaic thought-nay, of magica; 

venient to attribute to others! It is not fitting that these country uu'npldno 
keep us breathless by posing enigmas to us that prove overly cl 

To interpret the unconscious as Freud did, One would h ever. 
aVe to 

was, an encyclopedia of the arts and muses, as well as an assiduOlll 

the Fliegende Bliiuer. And the task would become no easier were ,. 

ourselves at the mercy of a thread spun of allusions and quOtaltiolns. .• 

equivocations. Must we make a career Out of "antidoted tar,t,.,lu<1Ie! 

Indeed, we must resolve to do so. The unconscious is neither 

dial nor the instinctual, and what it knows of the elemental is no 
the elements of the signifie r. 

The three books that one might call canonical with regard to 

sdous-the Traumdeutung, The Psychopathology of Eyeryday 

( Wit{) and their Relation to the Unconscious-are but a web of 

development is inscribed in formulas for connection and sullstituliiGIII 

multiplied tenfold by their particular complexiry, diagrams 

being provided by Freud outside the main body of the text), wh,icb,. 

mulas I give for the signifier in its transference function . For in the 
tung it is in terms of such a function that the term Uhertragung. 
which later gave its name to the mainspring of the intersubjective 

analysand and analyst, is introduced. 

Such diagrams are not solely constitutive in neurosis of each 

toms, but they alone allow us to encompass the thematic 

olution-as the major case histories provided by Freud delnonstral." 

To fall back on a more limited fact, but one that is more m.nII" 
provides a final seal with which to close these remarks, I will ci.edJeI 

cle on fetishism and the case Freud reports there of a patient for 

satisfaction required a certain shine on the nose (Glan?. aul der 
analysis showed that he owed it to the fact that his early F.nlllliJ ... 

years had displaced the burning curiosity that attached him to 
"1 ed phallus-that is, to that eminent want-to-be, whose pnvI eg 

revealed-into a Uglance at the nose,"· rather than a "shine on the 
the forgotten language [langue] of his childhood . 

h . htmaU It was the abyss, open to the thought that a thoug t mlg 
in the abyss that gave rise to resistance to psychoanalysis frorn 

th 'h' • I' . nly said. The not e emp aSlS on man s sexua Ity, as IS commo the 
object that has clearly predominated in literature throughout 

the evolution of psychoanalysis has succeeded by a comical 
in turning it into a moral instance, the cradle and waiting area 
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The soul's Platonic steed, now blessed and enlightened, goes 
._.cD"I>·· 

heaven. 
10 able scandal when Freudian sexuality was not yet holy was that 
'nloler .. . d . If b th '. II rual." It was 10 thJS respect that It showe ase to e e wor-
"tnte ec . .. 

f all those terrorists whose plots were gOlOg to rum society. 

. 0 h n psychoanalysts are busy refashioning a right-thinking psy-
"mew e .., . 

whose crowning achievement IS the soclOloglcai poem of the 

.",om.'USego," I would like to say, to those who are listening to me, how 
recognize bad psychoanalysts: by the word they use to deprecate all 

on technique and theory that furthers the Freudian experience in its 

direction. That word is "intellectualization"-execrable to all those 

in fear of putting themselves to the test by drinking the wine of 

on men's bread, even though their spittle can never again have any 

111. The Letter, heing, and the other 

,.thinksin my place, then, another ego? Does Freud's discovety represent 

DDfinr.ation, at the level of psychological experience, of Manichaeism?" 

can, in fact, be no confusion on this point: what Freud's research 

us to was not some more or less curious cases of dual personality. 

heroic era I have been describing-when, like animals in the age 

sexualiry spoke-the diabolical atmosphere that such an orien

have given rise to never materializecl. 25 

Freud's discovery proposes to man was defined by Freud at the 

. these moving terms: Wo Eswar, sol! Ich werden . Where 

I mUSt came into being. 

goal is One of reintegration and harmony, I might even say of recon
[ Ve"ohnung]. 

'W~ ignore the self's radical eccentricity with respect to itself that man 

w'th-in olher words, the very truth Freud discovered-we will 

n bcth the order and pathways of psychoanalytic mediation; we will 

the compromise operation that it has, in effect, become-precisely 

the. spirit and letter of Freud's work most repudiate. For, since he 

POints OUt that compromise is behind all the miseries his analysis 

We can say that resorting to compromise, whether explicit or 

all psychoanalytic action and plunges it into darkness. 
does it suffice to rub shoulders with the moralistic tartufferies 

Or to be forever spouting forth about the "total personality" in 

said anything articulate about the possibility of mediation. 

)24 
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The radical heteronomy that Freud's discovery shows ' 
, gapIng 

can no longer be covered over wlthout whatever tries to h'd ' 
1 e It 

mentally dishonest, 

Which other is this, then, to whom I am mOre attached than 

[moll, smce, at the most assented to heart of my identity to m 
the strings? ysdf. 

His presence can only be understood in an alterity raised to 
power, which already situates him in a mediating pOSition in 

own splitting from myself, as if from a semblable, 

If! have said that the unconscious is the Other's discourse 

0), it is in order to indicate the beyond in which the recognition 
tied to the desire for recognition. 

In other words, this other is the Other that even my lie invokes 
antOr of the truth in which my lie subsists, 

Here we see that the dimension of truth emerges with the 
language, 

Prior to this point, we have to admit the existence- -in the 
relation, which can be precisely isolated in the observation of 

ior-of subjects, not because of some projective mirage. it 

chologist's vacuous watchword to hack this phantom to pieces, 

of the manifested presence of intersubjectivity, In the animal 

lookout, in the well-laid trap, in the straggler ruse by which a 

rated from the flock throws a raptOr off the seen" something 

than in the fascinating erection of display or combat, Yet there is 

that transcends the function of a lure in the service of a need. or 

a presence in that beyond-the-veil where the whole of Nature 
tioned about its design, 

For the question to even arise (and we know that it aro,;e (orF ... ...t1ll 
lh, Pleasure Pn'nciple), there must be language, 

For I can lure my adversary with a movement that runs 

battle plan, and yet t11is movement has its decep,ive effec' only 

actually make i, for my adversary, 
But in the proposals by which I initiate peace negotiarions ""ch 

my negotiations propose is situated in a third locus which 

nor my interlocutor. _ 
This locus is nothing but the locus of signifying conventIon, 

the comedy of the distressed complaint of the lew to his pal: 

,elling me you are going to Cracow so I'll believe you are 
~;n<1"'· 

when you really are going to Cracow?" 

Of course the aforementioned flock-movement can be 
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register of a game's strategy, where it is on the basis of a rule 

,--nv",·' y adversary; but here my success is assessed as connoting 
",,-e m 

ec I 's it is assessed in the relationship to the Other who is the guar
t IJt I , 

Fai,h. 

h 
oblems are of an order whose heteronomy is simply ignored if , e pr 

(0 some "awareness of others," or whatever people choose to call 

e "existence of the other" having, not long ago, reached the ears of 

the s),choanalySl, through the partition ,hat separates him from the 
p confabs, the news is now being whispered through the 

M,d,>, King Midas, is the other of his patient. He himself said so." 
sort of breakthrough is that? The other-which other? 

ltich o,:he" W" "the young Andr. Gide aiming at when he defied ,he land-

whose care his mother had placed him, to treat him as a responsible 

unlocking right in front of her-with a key that was fake only inso

•• • ,pe,nea all locks of the same kind-the lock that she herself consid

the worthy signifier of her educational intentions? Was ic she who 

IDtcrvene and to whom the child would laughingly say: "Do you 

lousy padlock can ensure my obedience?" But by simply remain

,,~h, and waiting until that evening before lecturing the kid, af,er 

m a suitably cold reception upon his return home, it was not simply 

ther whose angry face she showed him, but another Andr. Gide, 

was no longer real1y sure, either then or even later when he thought 

t, "ha, he had wanted to do--who had been changed right down to 

by the doub, cast on his good faith. 

i, would be worth dwelling on this realm of confusion-which is 

III which the whole human opera bufJa is played out-tO under

by which analysis proceeds, not only to restore order here 
Ingrate the conditions for the possibility of its restoration_ 

IUutrts lPesen, "the core of our being"-it is not so much that Freud 

Us to target this, as so many others before him have done with the 

Know 'hyself," as that he asks us to reconsider the pathways that 

ther the uth-" h' 
IS w Ich he proposes we attain is not a this which can 

~fknowledge, but a this---doesn', he say as much?-which con-

h
Ing and to which, as he teaches us, I bear witness as much and 

w' 

P
uns, aberrations, phobias, and fetishes, than in my more or less 

ersonage. 

~ou are no longer the object of the ambiguous praise with which 

the impregnable burrow of his fear. And if he is, af,er all, 
enSConced there, it is because the supreme agent at work since 
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time immemorial, digging its tunnels and 

Logos he serves. 

Then how do you explain the fact that a scholar like Erasmu 

talent for the "commitments" that solicited him in his age, asS,in 

could hold such an eminent place in the revolution brought abOUt '-..J 
mation in which man has as much of a stake in each man as in all 

It is by touching, however lightly, on man's relation to the 

this case, by changing the procedures of exegesis-that One 

course of his history by modifying the moorings of his being. 

It is precisely in this respect that anyone capable of gl"ml)Si"I!,1ba 

we have lived through in our own lives can see that neum"mllJU. 1 

misunderstood it has been and however nebulous its con"'quen,c .. bi 
con titutes an intangible but radical revolution. T here is no need 

ing witnesses to the fact: 26 everything that concerns not just the 
ences, but the destiny of man, politics, metaphysics, literature, 

advertising, propaganda-and thus, no doubt, economics- - h,asbeM 

by it. 
But is this anything more than the dissonant effects of an 

where Freud has traced a pure path? It must be said here that a 

takes advantage of the psychological categorization alone of its 

following this path, as is the case of contemporary psychoanal}'Sl 

a return to the Freudian discovery. 
Thus the vulgarity of the concepts by which its practice sht)WI'. 

the embroidery of Freudery [fofreudirme] which is now mere 

what must be called the discredit in which it prospers, together 

to the fundamental repudiation of that discovery. 
Through his discovery, Freud brought the border between 

being that seemed [Q mark the limits of science wi thin its am~lt. 
This is the symptom of and prelude to a reexamination of 

in the midst of beings [dans {'ban,], as all the postulates of kne)W'" 

heretofore assumed it to be-but please don't be content [0 

. f H 'd .' even prefixed that I am saYlOg so as a case 0 el eggenamsm, 

that adds nothing to the trashy style by which it is commont nO,en"" 
any reflection with the quip, "Separate that out for me fro m l.tS I 

When I speak of Heidegger, or rather when I translate h,m. 

serve the sovereign signifierness of the speech he proffers. 
If I speak of the letter and being, if I distinguish the othe.r 

th to ,,·llIch 
it is because Freud suggests them to me as e terms 
transference effects refer-effects against which I have had 
battle in the twenty years that I have been engaged in the n"'ctl""" 
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freud, call impossible: that of psychoanalysis. Tt is also because 

others avoid losing their way there. 

elPrevent the field they have inherited from falling fallow, and to that !, eY that if the symptom is a metaphor, it is not a metaphor to say 
"'more'than it is to say that man's desire is a metonymy. For the symp

a metaphor, whether one likes to admit it or not, just as desire is a 
even if man scoffs at the idea. 

If I am [Q rOuse you to indignation over the fact that, after so many 
of religious hypocrisy and philosophical posturing, no one has yet 

articulated what links metaphor to the question of being and 

to its lack, something of the object of this indignation must still be 

that, as both instigator and victim, corresponds to it: 
the man of humanism and the irremediably contested debt he has 

apinst his intentions. 

T.t.y.e.m.u.p.t. 

May 14-26, 1957 

to ,his article is a presentation I made on April 23, 1960, to the Philo

Society regarding the paper Mr. Perelman gave there on his theory 

as a rhetorical function-found in his Traiti de ['argumentation. 

presentation is included as an appendix (Appendix I1) in this volume 
1966]. 

Notes 

·""',A.'anli,.. 145. r. a., [rans. Louise 
}l-.ns: Gallimard), vcl. 11, 400. 
thc'lle \I; "P h . .. as syc oanalyslS and the 

'\ tOOk place on May 9, 1957, in the 
rnphif1teater at the Sorbonne, and 

afterward over drinks. 
-'''"'~L Laienanalyse.'' CWXIV. 

.. il so useful in overturning the 
p$)chologlcal function" which ,n •• · . 
'/lUlng related tQ the matter-

as day in the purely linguistic 
two rn' l' 

-:'1 "" •. Le alOr lorms of aphasia clas· 
lake leaders of modern linguis

lbson. See the most accessible 
(Coauthored by Morris Halle), 

Gravenhage and 

New York: Moulon, 1956), part Il, chaplers I 

104; see 100 the collection of translations into 

French of his works that we owe to Nicolas 

Ruwet, Essau de HnguulIfue glnira/e (Paris: 
Minuit, 1963). 

6. Recall that discussion about the need for 

a new language in communist society really did 

take place, and that Stalin, much to the relief of 

those who lent credence to his philosophy, put 

an end to it as follows: language is not a super-
structure. 

7. By "linguistics" I mean the study of 

existing languages (/allguts] as regards their 
Structure and the laws they reveal; this does 

not include the theory of abstract codes 
(incorrectly placed under the heading of com
munication theory), so-called information 
theory (o riginating in physics), or any more 
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or less hypothetically generalized semiology. 

8. Cr. St. Augustine's Dr. Magisrro; I ana

lyzed the chapter "De significatione locutionis" 

in my seminar on June 23,1954. 
9. Thus I. A. Richards, author of a book 

about procedures appropriate for reaching this 

objective, shows us their application in another 

book. He selects for his purposes a page from 

MengTzu (Mencius, to the Jesuits) and calls the 

piece M~nciuson t"~ AfiruJ, given its object. The 

guarantees provided of the purity of the exper

iment are nOlhing compared to the luxury of the 

approaches employed. And the man ofleners, 

an expert on the traditional Canon that contains 

the text, is met right on the spot in Peking where 

our demonstration-model wringer has been 

transported, regardless of the COSt. 

But we will be no less transported, though 

less expensively, upon wimessing the transfor

mation of a bronze, which gives off bell-wnes 

at the slightest contact with thought, into a rag 

with which to wipe clean the slate of the most 

depressing British psychologism. And not, alas, 

without quickly identifying it with the author's 

own brain-all that remains of his object or of 

him after he has exhausted the meaning [setts1 
of the one and the common sense of the other. 

10. It is in this respect that verbal hallucina

tion, when it takes this form, sometimes opens 

a door that communicates with the Freudian 

structure of psychosis---a door which was hith

ertO missed since it went unnoticed (see my 

Seminar from 1955-1956). 
11. I did so on June 6, 1956, taking as an 

example the first scene of Athalialt, incited, I 

confess, by an allusion-made in passing by a 
highbrow· critic in Th~ N~w Stausman and 
Natwn-to the "supremebitchery" ofRacine's 

heroines, designed to dissuade us from making 

reference to Shakespeare's savage tragedies, 

which has become compulsory in analytic cir

cles where such references serve to whi tewash 

the vulgarity of Philistinism. 
12. (Added in 1966:) The publication by 

Jean Starobinski, in u Mercur~ d~ Frwu:r. (Feb

ruary 1964), of the notes left by Saussure on 

anagrams and their hypogrammatical use, from 
the Saturnine verses to the writings of Cicero, 
provide the corroboration I didn't have at dIe 

time. 

13. I pay homage here 
lation Owes to Roman 'V ' ...... , 

written work, in which a 
always find 'iOmelhing to 
experience. and which 
"personal communicati"o"ns'Q ........ 

much as anyone else. 
Indeed. one can r«:ogniu 

forms of allegiance the Sf) le 

couple, Rosencranu. and vu ...... 
a set that cannot be broken 

imperfection of their 

same melhod as ,e,nn,,,, 

ten ihrer wenigstens tin 

wenn man sie haben 

bloss in Gesellschaft ••• ,..,

Gesellschaft.) 

Let us be grateful. in this 
author of "Some Remarks 

Spttch in Psycho-Analytic 
XXXVTl 6 [19;61' 46") forttlkilil' 

• . uP 
to point out [hat hiS rem 
work by him that dates back 

doubt explai ns why he h'" ..... -
of the work published sin«" 

is nevenheless 
. Ik ow ..... hat 

publisher (SIC. n 
14. &pn"l is clearly tht 

German Witi with which 
of his th ird fundamental 

Mt"'~l' 
scious. The far greater 

. rh is equivalent 10 Eng \'1 

weighed down by a ";,~",--
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t-Iobb6 to Pope and Addison, 

\'irttle5 to "humor," which is 
other choice is "pun," 

tOO narrow. 
:.. ''''''','',ra'u'>~ PtfS~cutwn and th~ A Tt of 

':(le JIlinois: The Free Press, 
Gkn ... 

tht correspondence, in particular, 

and 119 selected by its editors. 

IS tht procedure by which a study 

IS through a mechanical explo

::-..Jr ,hi' ,nu"""en, of its object 's field. 
1966:) By referring only to the 

of the organism, the typology 

the structure in which the subject is 

1I.".f,n.,,,)'. tIl,e dnve. and sublimation, 

""'olv.hn"u""uly developing the the-

;; designates congruence. 

\ ,j"'i'JIIl'ues. in this con!ext, the 

""'prod"" ,h. signifyingeffecr (or sig
see that the term is latent 

"'~y "" patent in metaphor. 
are altogether different if-in 

I"qu,,,"on Iik. "Why are there philoso

become more candid than usual, 

nlsing not only a question that 

__ m,.I. but also the one in which they 

the most interested. 

In December 1968:) This and the 

next paragraph were rewritten solely to achieve 

greater clarity of expression. 

23. "Fetischismus," GWXJV, 311. 
24. One of my colleagues wen! as far as this 

thought in wondering if the id (Es) of Freud's 

last doctrine wasn't in fact the "bad ego." 

(Added in 1966,) You se< the kind of people [ 
had to work with. 

25. Note, nevenheless, the lone with which 

people spoke in that period of the impish pranks 

of the unconscious: Du Zufoll und die Kobold

strejch~ d~s Unhewussun ("Chance and the Imp

ish Pranks of the Unconscious"), one of 

Silberer's titles, which wou ld be absolutely 

anachronistic in the present context of soul

managers. 
26. I'll highlight the most recent in what 

flowed quite smoothly from FranlJOis Mau

riac's pen, in the Figaro littirair~ on May 25, by 

way of an apology for refusing "to tell us his 

life Story." If one can no longer undenake to 

do this with the old enthusiasm, the reason, he 

tells us, is that, "for half a century, Freud, 

whatever we may think of him," has left his 
mark there. And after briefly yielding to the 

received idea that it would be to submit [0 the 

"history of our body," Mauriac quickly returns 

10 what his writer's sensibility could nOt help 

but let slip ou t: our discourse, in endeavoring 

10 be complete, would publish the deepest con

fessions of the souls of all our loved ones. 
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